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Building a Better IowaCreating a competitive business climateDeveloping the most innovative energy policy in the countryEducating our children for a knowledge economyTraining Iowans for the jobs of tomorrow



Iowa’s Economy

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Our contributions to the global economy are quite significant.Iowa’s diverse economy and particularly the success of the advanced manufacturing, agricultural, bioscience and financial sectors, stand out as reasons why the Iowa economy is stable and growing, even during times when the rest of the US economy experiences challenges.  It’s no doubt that Iowa’s strong fiscal practices have played a significant role in our success.  Iowa is a well-managed state…fiscally sound… with very low debt.We rank among the top “best run” states, which considers factors like unemployment rate, high level of high school graduates, broad health insurance coverage, good credit scores, low debt and “how a state uses its resources to provide its residents with high living standards.” Our favorable business climate includes a low cost of doing business, a business-friendly state government and a skilled workforce and productive workforce. 





Historic Preservation
» Provides state tax incentives for the sensitive rehabilitation of historic 

buildings - commercial and/or residential

» From 2014-2017 (to date):
– 200 HPCED awards have been made
– These awards have been located in 37 counties
– Credits awarded total $169.5 million
– Total project costs for these projects is $786,108,100 (Or $616,568,822 in “other funds”- besides 

HPCED credits)



Workforce Housing

» Provides transferrable income tax credits and sales tax refunds to housing 
developers who develop eligible housing projects for workers

» Eligible projects include those that are:
– Developed on a brownfield or grayfield site
– Repair or rehab dilapidated existing housing stock
– Upper-story project
– New construction in a community with demonstrated workforce housing needs
– Unit cost cap of $200,000, or $250,000 for historic preservation project

» Awarded $20 million in FY16, FY17
» In FY18, legislature passed a $5 million “Small Cities” set-aside for small 

communities 
– Available to qualifying housing projects taking place in Iowa communities except those located in 

the 11 most populated counties in Iowa



MSI Challenge Grants

» Stimulate rehab of significant commercial historic buildings, infill development 
in downtown districts, local revitalization efforts and the creation of jobs and 
business growth

» Maximum grants: $75,000
» Communities that received grants in November 2017 include: Ames, 

Burlington, Chariton, Des Moines, Grundy Center, Jefferson, LeMars, 
Manning, Marion, Mt. Vernon, Oskaloosa, Ottumwa, Washington and 
Woodbine



Community Catalyst 
Building Remediation program

» Program rules became effective in November 2017
» Provides grants to communities for the redevelopment, rehabilitation or 

deconstruction of buildings to stimulate economic growth or reinvestment in the 
community

» Maximum grants: $100,000

» 40% of funds will be awarded to cities with populations under 1,500

» Strong applications will show the potential of catalytic economic growth in the 
community; improve appearances & safety; make use of underutilized property, 
exhibit appropriate design standards; and be well-funded.
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Presentation Notes
Gross domestic product growth and a vibrant economy is driven not only by gains in labor productivity, but investment into core industries as well.Over the years, the state has worked to assess our strengths, identify gaps, and to put a plan in place to create a successful future, not only in terms of workforce, but for industries that we are best suited to grow in Iowa as wellAs a result, we continue to focus our efforts on three main sectors: financial services, biosciences and advanced manufacturing.



Insurance and Financial Services

Presenter
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In the areas of insurance and financial services, Iowa is seen as a financial-hub for leaders in the insurance and financial sectors. Iowa’s insurance industry, as a percent of GDP, ranks 2nd in the U.S.



Advanced Manufacturing
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Our wind industry supply chain contributes to our overall strength in the advanced manufacturing sector.  Our companies are innovative in their products and processes, they have strong supplier chains, and an extraordinarily agile and skilled workforce.  Advanced manufacturing is Iowa’s largest industry contributing over $28 billion annually to the state’s economy. Iowa’s advanced manufacturing sector remains diverse, and not overly dependent on any one sector for its economic fortunes.  Iowa’s top performing industry divisions: Industrial metal processing, automation precision machinery, environment control systems, digital and electronic devices and power generation equipment.Other key industries include:• Aerospace and defense• Industrial chemicals• Construction components



Food Manufacturing and Processing
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We lead the nation in corn and pork production and eggs.  And, we rank second in terms of soybean and red meat production.Most outside of Iowa rarely recognize how the state’s agricultural base has and continues to contribute to our strong manufacturing economy. As farmers increase yield, it has increased a substantial return on investment. Iowa agriculture is connected to a large integrated set of industries from the production of agricultural commodities to food and feed processing to ag-dependent industries such as the development of biofuels. As a result of our agricultural strengths – Iowa is well-known for food processing – we are home to 36 of the largest 100 food manufacturers in the United States.  



Iowa Wind Industry
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Iowa is a U.S. leader in wind energy -- thanks largely to a wind-friendly legislature, lack of local opposition and, of course, plenty of strong breezes. The state is considered the seventh windiest in the country, and the state already produces enough wind energy to power 1.1 million homes.Currently 36.6% of Iowa’s total power output is derived from wind and we are well on the track to have 40%.Iowa is also is home to blade and turbine manufacturers whose components are used in generating wind energy.Once you understand how Iowa’s strength in the wind energy intersects with the robust supply chain that exists to serve this industry, you have a good idea why Iowa has found such immense success in this sector.



Year Of Manufacturing
» Manufacturing is critical to Iowa’s economy

– Over 5,900 manufacturers contribute in excess of $29 billion annually
– From 2006-2016, manufacturing’s annualized real GDP growth rate was flat, placing Iowa 29th

nationally

» During the Year of Manufacturing, the focus will be three-fold:
– Help Iowa manufacturers build a skilled workforce
– Promote innovation and R&D within our manufacturing sector
– Improve the global competitiveness of Iowa companies

» Connect manufacturers to available resources – toolkit
– www.IowaMFG.com
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Manufacturing is critical to Iowa’s economy – with over 5,900 manufacturers contributing in excess of $29 billion annually, accounting for 18 percent of the state’s real GDP. From 2006-2016, manufacturing’s annualized real GDP growth rate was -3.5%, placing Iowa 30th nationally. Research shows that many of Iowa’s small and medium-sized manufacturers are not growing through the adoption of technology, innovation and productivity.Despite the importance of a robust, healthy manufacturing sector to Iowa’s economy, it is not guaranteed. We must take steps to ensure that Iowa companies are aware of the resources available to them in the manufacturing ecosystem and that those resources are aligned to support strategies that will grow manufacturing in Iowa, thereby increasing its contribution to the state’s economy. 



Biosciences
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Iowa has a long tradition in the life sciences. From George Washington Carver's and Henry Wallace's work with crop genetics to the extensive work in biocatalysis and bioprocessing that currently takes place everyday, the application of modern science is represented broadly across the state of Iowa.Iowa is capitalizing on its success in agriculture and its research capabilities in plant, animal and human biosciences to build a thriving biotech industry within the state. Iowa’s bioscience enterprises are discovering the innovations that will spur future economic growth and create jobs, improving the quality of life for people on a global scale.From startup companies to globally respected industry leaders in research and development, Iowa’s biotechnology enterprises benefit from the state’s abundant access to raw materials, strong transportation infrastructure, and its skilled, productive labor pool.  Today, roughly 1,200 entities are working to commercialize Iowa’s bioscience innovations. Iowa has experienced immense growth in the bioscience industry in recent years, seeing large facility expansions from global leaders like POET, Cargill, DuPont and the recent announcements of a duo of billion-dollar fertilizer production plants.



Biofuels
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The production of biofuels, specifically ethanol and biodiesel, has a significant impact on Iowa’s economy.For years our fields have fed the world.  Now they energize it!  Iowa’s success in the biofuels space is thanks in large part to the natural resources that are abundant in our state.Iowa is one of the nation’s leaders in the production of both corn and soybeans, principal feedstocks for the biofuels industry.Our leadership in the biofuels industry is also based on the progressive public policies that were established several decades ago.  In 1983, Iowa Governor Terry Branstad established the nation’s first renewable fuels standard  – so by all accounts, Iowa was an early leader.  In addition to leading the nation in production, Iowa’s ethanol future looks even brighter as research confirms the success that companies are experiencing converting outputs into secondary product lines such as DDGs.



Renewable Chemical Production

» First-of-its-kind incentive program to encourage the production of 
biochemicals from biomass feedstocks

» Biochemical production is the fastest growing segment in the biosciences 
industry
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As a result of Iowa’s preeminent position both in terms of ag and biofuels, we have the unique opportunity to advance Iowa’s bioeconomy by focusing on the use of biomass as feedstocks to produce building block chemicals that can be further processed into consumer goods. The production of biochemicals is perhaps the fastest growing segment of the bioscience industry – which means it represents one of Iowa’s best opportunities for development of a high density industry cluster. Most importantly, this industry realizes the process of moving beyond our current dependence on petroleum and finding sustainable, renewable and environmentally friendly solutions.To capitalize on this opportunity, in April 2016, Iowa Governor Branstad signed into law, the first of its kind in the nation Renewable Chemical Production Tax Credit program.



Certified Site Program

SOLD

SOLD

SOLD
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Benefits for certification include:Effective pro-active marketingBetter reactive marketingQuicker development scheduleIncreased familiarization with site’s strengths and weaknessesRecently launched General Industrial Site ProgramSingle site: 50 – 249 contiguous acresIndustrial Park: 100+ acres with one site ≥ 50 acresLimit one site per county in each application roundNew application round will open in January 2014 



Mega Site Project

» Proactively evaluated state to determine areas with likelihood to develop a mega site
» Thoroughly reviewed critical requirements for site certification including:

– Interstate, rail and airport access
– Workforce availability
– Contiguous acreage (1,000+ acres)
– Environmental constraints

» Three locations (western, central, eastern) were selected to potentially pursue mega site 
certification, with the western location suggested to move forward in near term (next 12 
months)

» Several preliminary actions are required prior to entering certification process
– Land availability
– Infrastructure – pipelines extensions, rail ROW, etc.
– Potential environmental constraints

» Once preliminary actions indicate potential to move forward, IEDA will provide some financial 
assistance to help offset early engineering studies





Innovation

Iowa Innovation Council
Iowa Innovation Corporation
VentureNet Iowa 
Accelerators
Technology Association of Iowa
Iowa Biotech Association

Iowa State University 
• ISU Research Park
• Center for Industrial 

Research and Service
University of Iowa 
BioVentures Center

R&D Tax Credits
Iowa Innovation Fund
Angel Tax Credits

Iowa State University 3D Metal Printing
University of Northern Iowa – Metal Casting 
Center/TechWorks
University of Iowa Medical Device Prototyping Center

STEM Internships
Apprenticeship Program
SBIR Technical Assistance
Proof of Commercial Relevance
Demonstration Fund
Acceleration Fund
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We have made a concerted effort on growing our industries through innovation.   From academia and associations to economic developers and industry leaders, these efforts are made possible via a network of public and private partnerships that are further fortified by state programs, investment incentives and numerous stakeholders. State AssistanceSTEM Internship:  STEM Internship Program provides grants to eligible companies to assist in hiring Iowa students studying in the fields of science, technology, engineering, and mathematics into internships that lead to permanent positions with Iowa employers. Up to $5,000 grant per intern; 1:1 match Apprenticeship: The Iowa Apprenticeship Program is available to increase the number of registered apprentices in Iowa by providing training grants to eligible apprenticeship programs. SBIR/STTR Outreach Program: The Small Business Innovation Research/Small Business Technology Transfer Outreach Program is designed to increase the rate of successful grant applications for businesses seeking federal grants through the Small Business Administration’s SBIR/STTR programs.  The program has three components:  proposal idea review, third-party proposal assistance and financial assistance for successful Phase 1 awards. Up to a $25,000 grant. Proof of Commercial Relevance: The POCR program is designed to define and articulate the business opportunity for businesses that have demonstrated a proof-of-concept for innovative technology.  Up to a $25,000 grant.  Demonstration Fund: Provides financial and technical assistance to encourage high technology prototype and concept development activities. The primary purpose of the fund is to help businesses with a high-growth potential reach a position where they are able to attract later stage private sector funding. $100,000 max loan Innovation Acceleration Fund:  The Iowa Innovation Acceleration Fund promotes the formation and growth of businesses that engage in the transfer of technology into competitive, profitable companies that create high paying jobs. The program provides pre-seed capital state financing and seed capital stage financing.  $500,000 max loan Additive Manufacturing Network:  The IEDA provided funds from the Strategic Infrastructure Program to the three regent universities to create infrastructure that allows Iowa manufacturers to take a leading role in additive manufacturing use, creating a competitive advantage for Iowa.   Iowa State University – CIRAS: Metal Based Additive Manufacturing System (3D Printer):   ISU-CIRAS purchased a metal 3-D printer to help companies build prototypes and line-ready parts more quickly and cheaply and support industry applied research projects.  UNI Additive Manufacturing Center at Techworks:  A center with national expertise in sand mold printing.  The Center is expanding into plastics, metals and ceramics creating one of the best equipped 3-D printing facilities in North America. University of Iowa Medical Device Prototyping Center:  The center will fill a gap in the state’s existing network of advanced manufacturing hubs to produce very small, high resolution, biocompatible medical and electronic device prototypes.  Investment R & D tax credits:  Iowa sets itself apart, being one of only a few states in the United States to offer a refundable research activities credit. Iowa companies earn refundable tax credits for research and development investments that may be paid directly in cash to the company once its tax liabilities have been met. Angel Investor Tax Credits: Two programs – the Qualifying Business tax credit and the Community-Based Seed Capital Fund tax credits work together to encourage the creation of wealth through high-paid, new jobs while promoting industrial development and innovation. Investors can receive up to 20 percent of the equity investment in either a designated Qualifying Business or Community-Based Seed Capital Fund. Innovation Fund Tax Credit Program: The Innovation Fund Tax Credit program was created to stimulate venture capital investment in innovative Iowa businesses. Individual investors can receive tax credits equal to 25 percent of an equity investment in a certified Innovation Fund. In turn, those certified Innovation Funds make investments in promising early-stage Iowa companies.    PartnersIowa Innovation Council: The Iowa Innovation Council is a business-led group that has been tasked with developing strategies and long-term plans to make sure Iowa stays competitive in the global business economy.   Iowa Innovation Corporation: A private non-profit organization created by the Iowa Economic Development Authority to work as a public/private partnership that leverages the strengths of both sectors. The IICorp’s primary targets are to grow innovative small to medium enterprises, increase commercialization of university technologies and connect capital providers to investable Iowa deals. VentureNet Iowa: IEDA contractor manages the review process to provide preliminary feedback on the feasibility of the commercialization potential for a proposal and utilizes a review panel to score, rank and provide written feedback to the applicants.  All companies seeking assistance through IEDA’s entrepreneurial programs must go through this process.   Accelerators:  The IEDA will provide financial assistance to eligible entrepreneurial assistance providers that provide technical and financial assistance to entrepreneurs and start-up companies seeking to create, locate, or expand a business in the state. Technology Association of Iowa: The Technology Association of Iowa (TAI) is the premier professional organization driving the success of the state's technology industry and tech-based economy.IA Biotech Association: Iowa Biotechnology Association has provided benefits and services to promote the interests and growth of the life sciences industries in Iowa.   Universities/R & DISU Research ParkUI BioVentures CenterCIRAS



Bioscience Opportunities
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OpportunitiesIncreasingly, it is technology-based economic development, driven by innovation, talent and investment capital, that is shaping the future of Iowa’s bioeconomy.  Moving to the next level, we are currently working to assess future opportunities, particularly in biobased fuels, vaccines, precision agricultural technologies and medical devices.



www.IowaEnergyPlan.org
Economic 
Development and 
Energy Careers

Iowa’s Energy
Resources

Transportation 
and Infrastructure

Energy Efficiency and 
Conservation

• Energy workforce 
development

• Technology-based R&D 
(e.g. energy storage pilot 
projects)

• Biomass conversion
potential

• Natural gas expansion

• Grid modernization 
vision

• Alternative fuel vehicles

• Access to energy 
efficiency in underserved 
areas

» Iowa Energy Center – transferred from ISU to IEDA (effective October 1, 2017)
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Foster innovation and increase the commercialization and expansion of energy  related businesses and technologies   Biomass Conversion   Grid Management and Resilience    Energy Efficiency   Energy Material and Systems Manufacturing    Renewable Storage 



Unleashing Iowa’s Energy Potential

» Implementation of the 2016 State Energy Plan included formation of a 
Biomass Conversion Action Committee, led by IEDA

» The committee met regularly throughout 2017 working toward the completion 
of a Biomass Conversion Action Plan, set for release in early 2018

» The Action Plan will provide strategies to strengthen the bioeconomy of the 
state and coordinate resources related to the bio-industry





Quality Education and Skilled Workforce

Presenter
Presentation Notes
The very foundation of Iowa's thriving economy is its top educational institutions. A dedicated commitment to education contributes to its high school graduation rate.Iowa consistently earns high marks among education experts including a top ranking for best education climate by Business Facilities Magazine. Iowa is one of the smartest states in the nation with its students consistently outperforming their counterparts on national standardized tests.  91% of Iowa’s workforce has finished high school – the highest in the nation.  Our labor force participation rate is also amongst the largest in the U.S.A skilled, productive, and available workforce is typically one of the most crucial factors for company success, and a top priority in Iowa’s effort to assist business growth. Iowa has all of the key elements to provide a smart productive workforce necessary to foster business growth. The combination of Midwest work ethic and a leading education system results in one of the most productive workforces anywhere.Iowa’s industry-driven workforce development programs and services support Iowa businesses by increasing the skills of an already productive Iowa workforce. Iowans, with their unmatched work ethic, are acquiring skills that will improve the competitiveness of Iowa businesses. By leveraging training resources through Iowa Community Colleges, filling funding gaps in human resource development initiatives, and sponsoring business consortia that address common employment training needs, the skills of Iowa’s workers are enhanced, allowing its industries to grow. Apprenticeship Program - Providing workers with the kind of training they need to be successful in the jobs Iowa employers are creating is essential to keep our economy growing.  No one disputes the fact that apprenticeship programs are a proven form of training that leads to higher wages for workers and specially trained employees for Iowa’s employers.IEDA’s internship programs are another excellent opportunity to link Iowa students to careers, while also assisting businesses with a future workforce. The Iowa Student Internship Program and our STEM Internship program provide grants for companies to support internship programs in targeted industries and STEM fields respectively. The purpose of the STEM internship program is to assist in placing Iowa students studying in the fields of science, technology, engineering and mathematics into internships that lead to permanent positions with Iowa employers.Iowa’s STEM initiative focuses on increasing the interest and achievement of workforce in science, technology, engineering and mathematics (STEM) education and careers, helping to build Iowa’s talent pipeline for the future. Future Ready Iowa is our newest effort that focuses on ways to continue building Iowa’s talent pipeline to ensure our state has the workforce ready to fill the high-quality, well-paying jobs and careers of today and tomorrow. The initiative seeks to better align our education, workforce and economic development efforts. 
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The tourism industry is well-represented on myiowafuture.comLeft: Home pageRight: Tourism landing page at myiowafuture.com



Workforce Initiatives
» Elevate Iowa

– Significant enrollment increases in community college manufacturing and skilled trade programs
– Regional programming in collaboration with colleges

» Home Base Iowa
– 76 HBI communities / 21 CHAMPS
– 2700+ veterans hired

» Apprenticeships
– Expanded 260F funding to support more apprenticeships
– Continue to work with partners to build existing apprenticeship programs and encourage the creation of 

new programs 
» Future Ready Iowa

– 70% of Iowans with some education/training beyond high school by 2025
» STEM / Internships

– In FY17, 94 companies were awarded funding of $759,500 to hire 245 interns via the Iowa Student 
Internship program

– In FY17, 32 companies were awarded funding of $1,115,793 to hire 296 interns via the STEM Internship 
program



“Across Iowa, businesses, schools, developers 
and government are coming together to build a 
new home for innovation in America’s heartland. 

We see that commitment in Iowa’s education 
system and in the value that you place on 
creativity, adaptability and new ways of thinking. 

At Apple, we admire what you guys have 
accomplished, and we want to be a part of it.”

Tim Cook 
CEO 
Apple
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Perhaps Tim Cook summarizes Iowa’s synergy best….during the recent Apple data center announcement in Iowa, Mr. Cook expressed the following.





Machinery, $1,740

Vehicles, $1,398

Cereals, $1,254
Vehicles, $1,240

Animal Feed, 
$939

Chemicals, $577

Electrical 
Equipment, $570

Oil Seeds, $318

Organic 
Chemicals, $307

Optics and 
Measuring 

Equipment, $302

Iowa Exports
In Millions of USD (2016)

2014 Exports

$15.1 Billion
2015 Exports

$13.2 Billion
2016 Exports

$12.1 Billion
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The state’s top export categories include machinery, transportation equipment, meat, cereals and animal feed.Iowa’s products and services were exported to 186 countries in 2016. 



Foreign Direct Investment in Iowa
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Presentation Notes
Iowa has successfully been able to leverage its strategic advantages into global opportunity and foreign direct investment is one way to measure the scope and degree of a region’s globalization.   Currently 783 foreign-owned companies employ over 55,000 in Iowa with a combined capital investment of over $9.4 billion.





Redesigned Website
» Launched refreshed website in early 2017

– Responsive design accessible via desktops, tablets, mobile devices
– Simplified navigation
– Incorporated blog into site to drive traffic and time-on-site

» Highlights targeted industries, certified sites, 
50 states comparison



Tourism

» Tourism creates jobs 
– 69,500 Iowans work in the tourism industry
– Tourism is a top 10 employer in Iowa
– More than half of travel industry employees in America earn middle-class wages or higher
– Tourism jobs can never be outsourced

» Tourism generates economic prosperity
– Visitors spend more than $8 billion annually in Iowa
– Visitors generate $500 million in state sales tax annually
– Visitors lower the tax burden for Iowans 
– Visitor spending subsidizes public services for Iowans



See who’s talking about Iowa…. 

Iowa has the second 
best cost of doing 
business of any state (U.S.). 
– Business Facilities

Iowa has the second best cost of 
doing business of any state(U.S.). 
– Business Facilities 

Iowa ranks second for worker quality. 
– Chief Executive

Iowa ranked 5th Most Competitive 
State in the U.S. – Beacon Hill 
Institute Competitiveness Index

Iowa has one of the healthiest 
manufacturing industries in the 
country. – Ball State 
University/Conexus Indiana report

Iowa ranked 6th Best 
Run State in the U.S.    

– 24/7 Wall St.

Iowa is the easiest location for 
companies to purchase 
renewable energy.
-- Chief Executive

Iowa is the best state in 
the U.S. to pursue the 
American Dream.            
-- MarketWatch

Iowa is ranked the U.S.’ 
third-most livable state based 
on 43 factors. 
– CQ Press
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But don’t just take my word. Industry experts and scholars alike have been singing our praises.





Since January 2011...
Total Capital Investment:

$15,580,906,958

Iowa Economic Development Authority – Business Assistance Awards, January 2011 through January 2018



Awarded Projects - FY 2017



Tax Credit Cap

The PEW Charitable Trust named Iowa one of 10 states that excel in rigorously 
measuring the economic and fiscal impact of tax incentive programs.



Projects Awarded by Community Size



Project Industry Sectors and Breakdown





Tax Reform
» The Tax Foundation ranked Iowa 40th overall on its 2017 State Business Tax Climate 

Index (47th for Corporate Tax and 33rd for Individual Income Tax)

» Iowa’s current corporate tax structure consists of four brackets and a top rate of 
12%

» Iowa’s individual income tax has a nine bracket graduated-rate structure. The top 
marginal rate is 8.98%

» The 2015 Battelle Report recommended that Iowa address its non-competitive tax 
environment
– Reducing the complexity of the system
– Simplifying the structure and rates
– Lower corporate rates would allow for a reduction in HQJP credits, which are necessary to offset 

uncompetitive tax environment

Presenter
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Iowa's 2017 Business Tax Climate Index Ranks 40thIowa ranks 40th on the Tax Foundation's State Business Tax Climate Index. The Index compares the states in five areas of taxation that impact business: corporate taxes (47th), individual income taxes (33rd), sales taxes (21st), unemployment insurance taxes (34th), and taxes on property (40th), including residential and commercial property.�Tax reform is necessary to make Iowa more competitive and grow the economyReform PRINCIPLES: make the corporate and individual tax structuressimple and competitive with other Midwestern statesReform RECOMMENDATIONS:  To simplify Iowa’s tax laws, eliminate federal deductibility and reduce the number of brackets (flat rate if possible)To make Iowa’s tax laws more competitive, reduce rates to be competitive with other midwestern/heavy manufacturing states             Recommend corporate rates around 6%Lower individual income rates as well, since many small/medium sized businesses are taxed as pass-through entitiesReform GOALS:Simplified, competitive rates would make Iowa more attractive to individuals and business (IEDA better able to market the state)Reformed rates provide additional incentives for existing companies to stay and grow without awarding tax creditsLower corporate rates would allow for a reduction in HQJP credits, which are necessary to offset uncompetitive tax environmentGrow the economy to bring in more revenue



Governor’s Task Force on Tax Incentives Review

» Bipartisan task force focused on analyzing every state tax credit
» Recommendations before the start of the 2019 legislative session
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